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Where PaPR trends come from 

a) 10+ years of talking to technology users in Europe, Asia, 
North America and Africa 

b) keeping up to date on current social science consensus

c) Collaboration with university partners

Young adult 
in London 

visualizes his 
day for Intel
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Trend 1: Status is harder than ever to achieve 

Why?
Today’s digital youth is the first generation to grow up 
thinking that being middle class is normal, not something 
achieved

-explosion of credit card debt across Europe/US
-first time in history both As and Cs/Ds talk about 
themselves AS ‘middle class’
-perception that parents already ‘achieved’

This is NOT…

-Just young people being more sensitive to social pressures 
and ‘fitting in’ by getting the new cool thing 
-Poor people trying to be ‘not poor’ by consuming stuff
-Simply diffusion effects

This is…

A fundamental, long term change in how people think 
about class and status that affects young people most 
acutely

Result:
Mobile comm products 
are no longer good 

social differentiators if 
‘everyone’ has them

shops catering to youth in Brighton 
over-represent small producers 
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Difficulty of achieving status means…

In the short term…

Continues to drive much user generated content
– display of skillful consuming takes over display of device
– youth do not see technology as a special category that enables something, but one 

of many material possibilities to create their own usage paradigms 

In the long term…

- Facebook will go away, but the ‘cultural skill’ space they currently fill, will 
not  

– People are not likely to remain content with content creation, but seek customization 
deeper than the skin

– they will do much of the design work for you, but designing affordances for redesign 
is also not easy to do in a user-centered way

Linux                                            X              Luxury brands
display of technical skill           display of cultural skill  display of ‘wealth’
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“like, omg, wtf is social networking?”: 
Facebook as a way to do cultural skill

Linux                                            X              Luxury brands
display of technical skill           display of cultural skill  display of ‘wealth’

status updates, pictures, videos, 
application add-ins are all
interchangeable ingredients to create 
the most ironic performance

Doesn’t recognize the term social 
networking

Thinks Facebook is a substitute for email 
and SMS

Does watch for friend additions/ 
subtractions as a point of gossip

Sarah (19), a heavy facebook user…

Thinks MySpace is 
for young kids

Chanel bag sat on 
the table during our 
interview, did not 
refer to it once

The phone just has 
to be “not crappy”

Not interested in 
building her own 
tools

Not interested in 
doing digital art or 
making ‘creative’
videos, but has 
friends who are
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And they’re starting to customize sooner 
than you think…

What are DIY books doing 

at a youth lifestyle store?

• www.instructables.com = 2 million 
hits/month (started 2006)

• www.readymade.com, 
www.craftzine.com
www.make.com all enjoy good 
buzz in 20something markets   

• Knitting and sewing for the first 
time acceptable, even fashionable, 
amongst teens
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Trend 2: Growing up now means less, 
rather than more, physical mobility

•Children don’t just use the mobile 
phone for social contact, they are 
increasingly dependent on it as a 
gateway into the social world  

•Online social networking happens not 
just because the young are ‘social’, 
but because they’re being made to be 
social digitally 

•Culture contrast: in Russia, children 
are still mobile, and people perceive 
digital communication as the first 
handshake, not the site of rampant 
stranger danger

Source: The Times
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When immobile children grow up, they 
might…

assume social boundaries are something individually controllable…
– studenthood will be about de-coccooning, but as they age contact lists may be more 

tightly controlled 

– Contact lists will churn more often as people are less socially embedded in one 
particular place, make ‘choices’ about place rather than living in it

– Nostalgia behaviours that currently drive much social networking activity will 
diminish

Think that life should be organized around anticipating risks and controlling 
them…

– Emergent ‘vetting’ rituals, proliferating methods for moving people in and out of 
contact lists and social circles  

– choice making creates more occasion to vet people

NOTE: THIS CHANGE HAS TAKEN PLACE OVER THE COURSE OF A CENTURY. 
IT IS NOT A RADICAL BREAK BUT WILL BE AN ELABORATION OF OLDER 

VALUES.
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Trend 3: Time use is structural, but values 
about time use carry through the life course

The young and the old have the greatest amount of free time 

+

Technology most likely to be used in unstructured time 

= 

young peoples’ ‘constant contact’ behaviours will not

sustain as-is

Free Time by Age and Sex, 2005 (source: UK ONS) Values both emergent 
and ambivalent

•View of work/leisure distinctions 
not fixed yet, but rejection of 
regimented work cultures

•Message from parents is that 
being busy is a prestige item, 
children ‘professionalised’ (UK/US)

•Continuous partial attention 
behaviours are perceived as 
neither busy nor free

•Long periods of non-work, 
temporary migrations increasingly 
valued

•By age 25 likely to resent rented 
temporary accommodation and 
whittle down social network
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Questions for the audience…

If mobile devices are today’s ‘glue’ that holds together flexible 
work/life schedules, will this same model work in the future? Will this 
generation think so differently about their time that ‘glue’ is not what 
they really want?

What aspect of young people’s communication patterns are likely to be 
sustained as they get older, and which are likely to be repeated in the 
next generation of youth?  Which are better opportunities for us?




